
Plate tectonics







Continent-continent
collisions



Continent-continent collisions

Himalaya Mountains

• Broad, diffuse zones of shallow-intermediate depth earthquakes
• Very high topography



EARTH =
Giant Recycling Machine!

• Divergent Plate Boundaries:
–  Plates created!

• Convergent Plate Boundaries:
–  Plates destroyed!



Types of Plate Margins

Transform





Mantle plumes thought to
originate at the core-mantle
boundary

Mantle plumes and hot spots
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Today



What is the rate of movement
of the Pacific plate over the

Hawaiian hot spot?



Transform Plate Boundary



Transform Plate Boundaries

• Crust is neither created nor
destroyed

• Plates scrape past each
other

• Plate boundary (the San
Andreas fault) runs through
most of California, in our
own backyard



The San Andreas fault — 
our very own transform plate boundary

Point Reyes
Pinnacles



Only shallow earthquakes along transform boundaries,
but they can be BIG earthquakes

San Andreas
fault



Transform Plate Boundaries = Earthquakes!





Plate Tectonic development of the Pacific/North America plate boundary







Transform faults
between segments of

mid-ocean ridges

These are called
‘fracture zones’



What drives plate tectonics?
Internal energy of the earth!



Pangea





Evidence for
Continental Drift
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Plate boundary characteristics
Convergent plate boundaries

Two plates pushing together

Convergent (oceanic crust-continental crust)Convergent (oceanic crust-continental crust)
•• Deep ocean trenches next to high, narrow mountain belts Deep ocean trenches next to high, narrow mountain belts
•• Numerous shallow, intermediate, and deep earthquakes Numerous shallow, intermediate, and deep earthquakes
•• Lots of volcanic activity,  Lots of volcanic activity, 

Forms volcanic chains (some island chains like Japan)Forms volcanic chains (some island chains like Japan)
•• Think SUBDUCTION ZONES! Think SUBDUCTION ZONES!

Old, cold oceanic crust sinks when it hits a continentOld, cold oceanic crust sinks when it hits a continent
••  Example: the Andes MountainsExample: the Andes Mountains

Convergent (continental crust-continental crust)Convergent (continental crust-continental crust)
•• Broad, high mountain belt (e.g., the Himalayas) Broad, high mountain belt (e.g., the Himalayas)
•• Diffuse earthquakes Diffuse earthquakes
•• Little to no volcanism (no  Little to no volcanism (no subductionsubduction))
••  Example: the HimalayasExample: the Himalayas



Plate boundary characteristics
Divergent plate boundaries

Two plates pulling apart

•• Small, shallow earthquakes Small, shallow earthquakes
•• Significant volcanism but not large volcanoes  Significant volcanism but not large volcanoes ——  

forms new oceanic crustforms new oceanic crust
•• Crust is very thin and spreading apart Crust is very thin and spreading apart
•• Youngest oceanic crust found on mid-ocean ridges Youngest oceanic crust found on mid-ocean ridges
•• Form topographic highs in the ocean floor (i.e., mid-ocean  Form topographic highs in the ocean floor (i.e., mid-ocean ridges)ridges)

Example of a mid-ocean ridge: Example of a mid-ocean ridge: 
Mid-Atlantic ridge and IcelandMid-Atlantic ridge and Iceland

Example of a continental rift: Example of a continental rift: 
East African rift zoneEast African rift zone

Mid-ocean ridges/spreading centers and continental riftsMid-ocean ridges/spreading centers and continental rifts



Plate boundary characteristics
Transform plate boundaries

Two plates sliding past one another

•• Numerous relatively shallow earthquakes in a narrow zone Numerous relatively shallow earthquakes in a narrow zone
earthquakes can be small or quite largeearthquakes can be small or quite large

•• No volcanism! No volcanism!
•• No big topographic changes across a transform boundary  No big topographic changes across a transform boundary 

(i.e., no trenches, no ridges or mountains)(i.e., no trenches, no ridges or mountains)
•• Fracture zones are transform faults in the oceanic crust  Fracture zones are transform faults in the oceanic crust ——

they are closely related to mid-ocean ridgesthey are closely related to mid-ocean ridges

Example of a transform plate boundary: Example of a transform plate boundary: 
The San Andreas faultThe San Andreas fault

Strike-slip faults and fracture zonesStrike-slip faults and fracture zones










